What is Gender Based Analysis?
Teaching Guide

Video Summary
This video introduces the concept of Gender Based Analysis, a way of thinking critically about how gender assumptions, biases, and ideologies affect psychology.

Discussion Questions
As a class discuss and think of examples for some of the questions raised in the video (see Additional Readings, below, for resources that provide background to these questions):
- How does gendering work to systematically exclude certain people from pursuing psychology?
- How does gendering exclude people from being studied? Or exclude them from benefitting from psychology?
- How do ideas about gender affect our research, our theories, and the way we apply psychology in the world?
- How can we use our knowledge of how psychology is gendered to create more effective, gender-equitable, and inclusive psychology?
- One thing that Gender Based Analysis lets us do is become better consumers of research findings. Why is this an important skill to develop?

Activities
- Watch a clip from the Psychology’s Feminist Voices interview with Lisa Diamond in which she talks about her research on sexual identity. As a class discuss: (1) How did concerns about gender influence her work? (2) What did she discover about sexual identity in her research? and (3) How does her feminism makes her a better psychologist?
- As a class, select a well-known psychological study – perhaps one discussed in your course textbook – and together analyze it through the lens of Gender Based Analysis. Among the questions you might consider are:
  - Who are the participants in this research?
  - Who were not included as participants?
  - To whom are the findings of this study thought to generalize?
  - Who are the researchers who conducted the study?
  - What assumptions about gender, or race, or sexual orientation are embedded in the study (they will likely be unstated, so think hard!)?
  - What are the gender-related implications of this research?
  - How might the study be redesigned to be more gender sensitive?


Example Study: Milgram’s classic study of obedience to authority.

**Assignments**

- Assign students to read the following article and ask them to write a response paper in which they consider: (1) What gender difference(s) in spatial abilities are often reported? (2) What questions about spatial ability did these researchers ask and how were these questions different from those usually asked by researchers? and (3) Is this research on spatial ability still gendered? If so, in what ways?


- Have students read psychologist Naomi Weisstein’s now classic 1968 article “Psychology Constructs the Female” in which she argues “psychology has nothing to say about what women are really like, what they need and what they want, especially because psychology does not know.” In pairs have student discuss and write a brief reflection paper in which they consider the following questions: (1) Which subfields of psychology is Weisstein especially critical of? (2) What characteristics about these subfields does she find problematic? (3) Could her criticisms also be applied to other identity categories (e.g., gender more broadly, race/ethnicity, class, ability, sexuality, etc.) or other areas of psychology? and (4) In the fifty years since Weisstein wrote her article how much do you think psychology has changed? How much do her criticisms still stand?


**Additional Readings**


